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MAGNETIC
DARTBOARD BASIC 301 DART GAME INSTRUCTIONS BASEBALL DART GAME INSTRUCTIONS

Set Up:
1. The dartboard can be set up on a wall, pole,  
 tree or flat surface.
2. Make a line on the ground 10-12ft from the  
 dartboard to use as the starting point for  
 each player to throw darts.

Object of the Game:
The first team/player to reach exactly zero, wins 
the game.

Basics:
1. Darts must land on the board within the outer ring for the score to count.  
2. Darts that land in the inner bullseye count as 50 points (red circle in center).
3. Darts that land in the inner bullseye count as 25 points (green circle in center). 
4. If a dart hits the thin outer portion sections (red and green sections), below the black  
 border area of the board, the score is double the point value of that section.
5. If a dart hits the thin center portion sections (red and green sections), halfway from  
 the red bullseye circle in the center of the board, the score is triple the point value  
 of that section.
How to Play:
1. To start the game, divide into two teams or two players.  
2. Each team/player chooses a set of different colored darts.
3. The two players, or one representative from each team, throw one dart. The player  
 or team member whose dart is closest to the bullseye (red circle in center) starts  
 the game.
4. All teams/players begin with 301 points.
5. A team member/player throws all three darts per each turn.
6. To start scoring, a double of any number must be hit. That dart, and any other dart,  
 on the board at the end of the turn is subtracted from 301.
7. On each turn after hitting the first double, the team/player adds the score of the  
 three darts thrown and then subtracts the number from the team/player’s total.
8. Play alternates from one team/player to the other.
9. The first team/player to get to exactly zero wins the game.
Note: The team/player’s final score must subtract out to be exactly zero. If the total score, 
when subtracted, is less than zero, it does not count. A team/player must make the exact 
score to reduce the score to zero.

Set Up:
1. The dartboard can be set up on a wall, pole,  
 tree or flat surface.
2. Make a line on the ground 8ft from the  
 dartboard to use as a starting point for each  
 player to take his/her at bat. 

Object of the Game:
The player with the most runs, after nine 
complete innings, wins the game. 

How to Play:
1. To start the game, each player chooses a color and three darts. If there are more  
 than two  people, first create teams.  
2. Decide which team/player starts. The team/player throwing the darts is the offense  
 and is trying to get as many “players” on base by throwing darts onto the “Single,”  
 “Double,” “Triple,” and “Home Run” spaces. The other team/player will watch. 

•   The team/player aims for the spaces with the words “Single,” “Double,” “Triple,”  
and “Home Run.” 

•   The team/player should try to avoid the spaces with the word “Out.”
•   When the team/player lands on their third “Out” space, his/her turn is over and the 

next team/player is up to bat. An inning ends after 3 outs are thrown. 
•   Like baseball, players will advance accordingly based on where the darts land.

Scoring (Advancing Bases): Examples: A dart which lands on a “Single” will advance on 
a base the same number of bases as the next dart thrown. For example, a dart on first 
base would advance two bases, to third base, when a dart lands on a “Double” (two 
bases). If another dart lands on a “Single” space, the dart on third base would advance 
home, and score one run. Then, if the following dart lands on a “Single,” “Double,” “Triple,” 
or “Home Run,” the team/player would also score. 

•   If a dart lands on “Home Run,” the team/player automatically gets one run for  
that dart and 1 run for any additional darts on the base path. 

•   The team/player with the most runs, after nine complete innings, wins the game.
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See all of our games and puzzles at:

OnFind

Join us at youtube.com/UGStudios
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          WARNING: This product contains a 
small magnet(s). Swallowed magnets can stick together 
across intestines causing  serious infections and death. 
Seek immediate medical attention if magnet(s) are 
swallowed or inhaled.


